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ABSL – the Carbon Negative Biofuel Technology Company

Flexible and environmentally friendly technology for waste transformation
▪ Process designed to take residual household waste – a high volume, challenging 

feedstock – with flexibility to take biomass
▪ Environmentally friendly pathway for waste treatment
▪ No emissions to air, no particulate emissions, no dioxins

Waste as a 
Feedstock
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Carbon Capture
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Low Carbon 
Biofuel
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Combination of all three factors seeks to deliver market leading efficiency

Leading and proven technology for waste to gas with negative CO2 emissions 

Transforms residual waste into low carbon biofuel to support energy transition
▪ RadGas is a key technology to supply the growing demand for low carbon fuels for heat 

and transport
▪ Sustainable production of biomethane and biohydrogen is critical for energy security
▪ Cost of fuel can match current fossil fuel prices

RadGas’ CO2 capture technology creates carbon negative fuels
▪ Captured CO2 can be sold to industry or sequestered – generating negative emissions
▪ Low cost and efficient greenhouse gas removal technology
▪ Helping to meet Net Zero targets
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Evolution of ABSL – 12 years and over £60m of investment

Pilot plant developed over 7 years with 3,500 hours of data proving the technology:
◼ Waste is heterogeneous and chemically complex; it requires specialist equipment and knowledge to process

◼ Converting waste to fuels generates complex tars, ash and acid gases – each must be dealt with to create 
clean syngas

Proof of Concept
2010-15

Five years to develop plant in Swindon to demonstrate application on a commercial scale:
◼ Converts 1,000kg per hour of waste into 200kg of biomethane and 800kg of carbon dioxide:

‒ Natural gas is injected into the grid and sold to CNG and LNG filling stations for green HGV fuel

‒ Carbon dioxide is liquefied and sold to industry

◼ Plant designed to operate 7,500 hours per year with one-month annual shutdown for maintenance

Industrial Scale 
Development

Formation of a joint venture to deliver up to 5 RadGas plants in the UK
✓ Offtake secured – 100% volumes for currently planned plants secured with Greenergy (UK’s largest obligated 

party under the RTFO)
✓ Turn-key construction contract – Plant construction to be managed by leading EPC contractor, Petrofac
✓ Critical teams in place – operational team in place for Swindon, commercialisation team for Protos joined

Commercial 
Readiness

2015-21

2021

Support of key 
stakeholders

◼ RadGas has received significant UK Govt support from the DfT including 
financial grants and board representation (but no shareholding)

◼ RadGas was developed in formal collaboration with Cadent and
Wales & West
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Overview of the RadGas process

Feedstock Prep.
dries and shreds the 

waste

Plasma furnace
cracks the tars and 
captures the ash

Gasifier
converts solid waste to a 

dirty gas

Grid Entry Unit 
provides Quality Control

CO2 scrubbers
separate the biomethane 

from the CO2

Methanation 
converts the biohydrogen 

into  biomethane

Shift 
injects steam, creating mix 
of biohydrogen and CO2

Liquefaction
turns the CO2 to a liquid 
for easy transportation

Option to separate 
CO2 and 

biohydrogen and 
end process here 

Syngas 
production

Vitrified ash used as an aggregate 
for road building

Recyclables 
removed

Feedstock 
preparation

Household 

waste

Biomethane to 

Grid and on to 

CNG filling 

stations

Quality assurance

and export

High quality CO2 to industry or 

sequestration

Hydrogen for heat 

or vehicles

Syngas conversion to 
end-product
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◼ Waste feedstock is 
processed to remove metals, 
dense plastics and any other 
recyclates before catalytic 
conversion into syngas

◼ Syngas is converted into 
biomethane which is 
metered into the grid

◼ Biohydrogen is produced as 
an intermediate product that 
can be purified for industry

◼ Carbon dioxide is liquified 
and sold for use in industry 
or moved to long term 
sequestration

◼ Conversion efficiencies of up 
to 75%, more than double 
the efficiency of conventional 
waste to energy plants

ABSL owns leading technology that transforms waste to carbon negative fuels at scale 
utilising carbon capture technology

Cooling/Cleaning
Recovers heat, removes 

fine and scrub 
contaminants

Source: ABSL



Liquid fuels
▪ Wax that can be refined into 

sustainable liquid fuels.

▪ Currently very high demand

▪ Primary uses include:

− Road transport

− Maritime transport

− Aviation

− Off-grid heating

▪ Higher production costs 
than gaseous fuels but 
potentially high value 
product

▪ • Limited 
flexibility to repurpose 
production.

Biohydrogen
▪ Low carbon hydrogen

▪ Demand currently low but 
growing rapidly

▪ Primary uses include:

− Industrial heating

− Transport

▪ Lower production costs than 
green hydrogen

▪ GHG saving 3x greater than 
green hydrogen

Biomethane
▪ Renewable natural gas 

injected into gas grid

▪ Currently very high demand

▪ Primary uses include:

− Domestic heating.

− Commercial/industrial 
heating

− Heavy goods and public 
transport

▪ Flexibility to convert 
production to biohydrogen

… to produce a range of low-carbon biofuels…

Fuel types produced

The RadGas process has the flexibility to produce different biofuels depending on prevailing 
market conditions
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H2

Typical ABSL plant output:
Up to 347GWh of H2 for heat 

and transport

Typical ABSL plant output:
Up to 124k barrels of wax 
(refined into aviation fuel)

Typical ABSL plant output:
Up to 315GWh of gas metered 

into the grid

Source: ABSL, Hydrogen Futures Report created for ABSL



Swindon Commercial Scale Technology

Swindon BioSNG Plant Status:

◼ Plant complete and being brought online currently

‒ Waste delivered to site, currently feeding 
woodchips into gasifier as part of heat-up process 
with switch to waste gasification shortly 

‒ First Syngas expected shortly

‒ Team of 30 engineers trained and operating the 
plant

◼ All regulatory consents in place with  Environment 
Agency, HSE and Ofgem

◼ dRTFC auction held with bids from most of the 
obligated parties – secured a price close to the buyout 
price of £0.80 equivalent to £200/MWh – 11x long 
term natural gas price

◼ Gas sold to Air Liquide for use in HGV and bus filling 
stations.

◼ Carbon dioxide sold to Air Liquide for use in industry

◼ £0.5m of grants secured to develop hydrogen sale or 
offtake capability
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Source: ABSL



Our Key UK Commercial Partners

▪ One of the largest suppliers of fuel for transport in 
the UK
− 30+ years of experience in providing low-emission fuels 

for transport
− Presents a robust credit profile and low counterparty 

risk for ABSL

▪ One of the largest obligated parties under the 
RTFO scheme
− Agreement with ABSL provides a cost-effective route for 

Greenergy to meet its obligations

▪ Leading designer, builder and operator of energy 
infrastructure facilities
− 40+ years of experience in design, engineering, procurement, 

and construction, with 200+ major projects across the world
− Presents a robust credit profile and low counterparty 

risk for ABSL

▪ Have made a strategic commitment to build a £1 billion 
per annum low carbon business
− ABSL believes its partnership will be important to achieving 

this, providing a high level of focus and support from Petrofac

Joint venture partner for co-development of 
up to 5 RadGas plants in the UK

EPC contractor for the fixed price, turnkey delivery 
of the first plant (Protos), and partner for future sites
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Strategic alliances with leading partners like Greenergy and Petrofac have significantly mitigated the demand and 
project delivery risks for ABSL



Protos UK Commercial Plant

£200m capex

120ktpa waste wood 
processed

315GWh biomethane 
output to the grid

91ktpa CO2 captured 
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dRTFCs produced

Inputs Outputs

Partners
EPC Contractor

RadGas technology

Plasma Furnace Gasifier Methanation Property CO2 Transport & 
Sequestration

Protos



Protos Timeline

Large-scale plant in Protos Energy Park, Cheshire
1. Location: Protos Park is being developed on the HyNet North West site, with operations expected to commence in 2026

2. EPC contractor: Petrofac managing the plant build. Expected to be partner for development of future sites as well

3. Development risk: The contract with Petrofac will be for a fixed price, turn-key delivery of the plant i.e. the engineering performance 
of the plant will be underwritten by Petrofac

Jan 2024 Jan 2025

Q2 23
Completion of

FEED
Q4 23 

Financial Close

Q2 24
Detailed Engineering/
long lead procurement

Complete

Q2 25
Mechanical
Completion

Q2 26
Plant 

Handover

Q3 23
Finalise Fixed

EPIC Price

Construction and CommissioningFEED Detailed Engineering and Procurement

Jan 2023

Protos Expected timetable
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EPC contract with Petrofac will de-risk the construction of the plants



Opportunities for RadGas Technology in Romania and Bulgaria

Key Project Inputs

▪ Feedstock availability and economics

▪ Waste or biomass residues

▪ Costs and/or gate fees

▪ Chemical and physical characteristics

▪ Target fuel

▪ Biohydrogen, biomethane or liquid.

▪ Export to Western Europe

▪ Long term off-take agreement

▪ Route to market – pipeline or road

▪ Carbon dioxide

▪ Availability of carbon sequestration networks

▪ Access to food and industrial markets

▪ Long term off-take agreement

▪ Funding

▪ Availability of grants or subsidised loans.

RadGas can convert local waste into low carbon fuels and biogenic carbon dioxide

Project Development
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▪ ABSL can provide basic requirements for the plant and detailed 
engineering for RadGas technology.

▪ Local partners can carry out project development activities:

▪ Secure site – 6 hectares with access to power, water,
effluent disposal, transport etc.

▪ Appoint engineering contractor for design and cost estimate.

▪ Select engineering contractor for delivery or plant – a 
complex process engineering project.

▪ Agree off-takes and key supply contracts.

▪ Obtain planning permission and environmental permits.

▪ Select operation and maintenance contractor for the plant.

▪ Secure debt and equity funding.

▪ ABSL will collaborate for developers on good quality projects with 
strong underlying economics.



Conclusion

Leading 
technology –

RadGas – that 
delivers…

Compelling 
technical solution

Strong business 
case

A

B

C

Energy Recovery 
from Waste

Carbon CaptureBiofuels

✓ Production of low carbon fuels
✓ Capture of carbon dioxide
✓ High efficiency and reliability
✓ Established commercial model

✓ Subsidies available for low carbon fuels
✓ Capital grants available for project development and 

funding
✓ Opportunity to export fuels and carbon dioxide to high 

value western markets
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